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Welcome to Hotel Nautilus

In Tabor, Czech Republic


Rooms

Comfort, Superior double rooms and suites
See more


Restaurant Goldie

Exclusive Cuisine
See more
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Welcome to our hotel

The Boutique Hotel Nautilusis located on the historical Zizka square, at the centre of Tabor. It features 22 uniquely decorated, fully air conditioned rooms of four categories of four categories, including a ravishing Presidential Suite with a breathtaking view of thehistoriccity center. Each of these luxurious rooms is a unique combination of modern technology, ancient fossils and art deco furniture, making it an ideal place for both, individual and corporate clients.

 The ultimate reflection of excellence and high level of services is complemented by a wellness center with a wide range of services and a refined Goldie restaurant with traditional Czech and international cuisine served by its chef Martin KošÅ¥ál.

Due to its location, Tábor is an excellent starting point not only for family recreation and romantic stay, but also to explore South Bohemia. This region amongst others, offers quiet countryside, vast forests, rivers, ponds, beautiful villages and cities. Countless architectural gems such as ÄŒervená Lhota, The Castle of Hlubokáor the town of ÄŒeský Krumlov - listed on the UNESCO heritage list - can be found in this area.


Good to know
Check- in: 14:00 - 24:00
Check- out: 7:00 - 11:00
All children are welcomed.
Pets: Pets are allowed. Charges may be applicable.
Private monitored hotel parking space.
All guestrooms are equipped with individual air conditioning. 
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Restaurant Goldie
One of the best-rated and most searched restaurants in the Czech Republic
 

 See more
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Conferences
Great accessibility from Prague in about 1 hour 
 Business Offer

 See more
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Free WIFI











3 reasons to stay with us
Great service


Excellent gastronomy


Location in the historical city centre






Where we are


Hotel Nautilus ****


 Å½iÅ¾kovo NÃ¡mÄ›stÃ 20, 390 01 TÃ¡bor (Czech Republic)
 00420 380900900, 00420 602697758
info@hotelnautilus.cz info@hotelnautilus.cz
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Made with  by Bookassist
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BOOK DIRECT AND RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT


CULINARY CALENDAR 2024
 New dinner menu from 10. 4. 2024
RESTAURANT
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